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We are delighted to say that Indian Taolu players are now regularly featured in top-10 
of world rankings with as many as 12 pugilists finding a place inside the top 10 of the 
world rankings released in July 2020. 

Consistent exposure tours too are being organised to develop the quality not only for 
elite players but also for youth which have reaped rich dividends. KFI looks at holistic 
development of Indian Kung fu and a series of technical officials and coaches’ training 
in association with Beijing Shaolin Kung fu School China, and Sports Authority of India 
(SAI) has not only resulted in the betterment of Kung fu quality but has also developed 
and enhanced the eco-system of fighting. 

The number of KFI star coaches have gone up by many folds as has the number of 
quality judges and technical officials. While there were only 5 R&Js in 2016, that the 
number has grown exponentially over the years with KFI extensively conducting several 
certification courses for R&Js, coaches, cut man besides other technical certification 
courses as well. Today we have succeeded in adding 10 more R&Js out of which 3 
belong to the KFI 3 star level. 

In these tough times when the world is battling the COVID-19 pandemic, KFI has 
started online classes and has become the first federation to do so in India. KFI believes 
not only in establishing vision but also leading by example in an all-round manner. As 
we are all reeling in these unprecedented circumstances, I hope all the Players and 
everybody in KFI and state federations will come together and continue contributing to 
the greater interests and development of Indian Kung fuArt and Sports. 
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